Mathematical, Physical, and Life Sciences Division and Philosophy Faculty Board

Approved by Chairman's action

Title of Programme

MPhysPhil in Physics and Philosophy

Brief note about nature of change: brings the regulations for Part C into line with other changes in Philosophy regulations.

Effective date

1 October 2012 (for first Part C examination in 2013)

Location of change

In Examination Regulations 2011

Detail of change

1. p.431, l.49, after "125," insert: ", and 180"

2. from p.431, l.50 – p.432, l.1, delete “or the Rise of Modern Logic as specified in the Regulations for the Degree of Bachelor of Philosophy,”.

3. p.432, l.13, after “...passages for comment” insert: “, and the questions for Formal Logic (119) consisting of formal exercises”.

Explanatory Notes

These regulations bring the regulations for Part C into line with other changes in Philosophy regulations.